
 

  

• High-performance coating for surfaces prone 
to moisture 

• Super tough mold and mildew-proof finish 

• Adheres to any glossy surface without prior sanding 

• Easy to apply, dries fast with low odor 

MOLD AND MILDEW PROOF INTERIOR PAINT 

 

Pettit’s EZ Cabin-Coat is a high performance, water-based paint 

specially formulated for areas that are prone to moisture. Its durable 

finish easily withstands the humid, challenging conditions that promote 

unsightly mildew growth and cause paint failures in cabin interiors. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

VEHICLE TYPE: Water based emulsion 

FINISH: Satin 

COMPONENTS: 1 

CURING MECHANISM: Air dry 

SOLIDS BY WEIGHT: 50.9 ± 2% 

SOLIDS BY VOLUME: 39.9 ± 2% 

COVERAGE: 110ft2/gal. 

VOC: 50 g/L (max) 

FLASH POINT: None 

APPLICATION METHOD: Brush, roller or 

spray 

NUMBER OF COATS: 2 minimum 

 

WET FILM THICKNESS: 3 mils 

DRY FILM THICKNESS: 1.5 mils 

APPLICATION TEMP: 50F Min / 90F Max 

APPLICATION HUMIDITY: 0% Min / 90% Max 

THINNER: Do not thin 

CLEAN UP: Use soap and water  

DRY TIME: Minimum time in hours 
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EZ CABIN-COAT 

EZ Cabin-Coat provides a moisture resistant, mildew proof finish 

that will stay good-looking, bright and color-fast for years. Ideal for 

high humidity areas such as cabin interiors, heads, lockers, 

cabinets, drawers and closets, it can be used on all interior surfaces, 

such as drywall, wood, fiberglass, wood coverings and even tile. 

EZ Cabin-Coat provides excellent adhesion to most glossy surfaces 

without the need for sanding. Like other Pettit “EZ” products EZ 

Cabin-Coat provides the simplest way to achieve optimum results 

with minimum effort. 

 

 

Note: Color 
differences may 

occur between 

actual color 

chips shown. 
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 TINTING INSTRUCTIONS: If desired, EZ Cabin-Coat may be 

tinted to any pastel or medium color with universal colorants. 
Start with 80% of the tinting formula for a given color and 
adjust if necessary. Maximum tint - 1.5 ounces per quart. 
 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Shake or stir well before using. EZ 
Cabin-Coat is designed to be applied in 2 coats for maximum 
durability. The first coat primes and seals the surface and 
provides a base for the topcoat. The topcoat completes the 
sealing process while providing mildew protection and scrub 
resistance. Glossy surfaces need not be sanded prior to use. 
Adhesion and scrape resistance will develop completely 5-7 days 
after application as EZ Cabin-Coat cures. Apply with synthetic 
bristle brush, roller, pad applicator or sprayer. When brushing, 
use a clean, synthetic bristle brush. Flow product on and brush it 
out. For rolling, use a short nap roller. For airless spraying, use 
a .017 tip and high medium (2000-2600 PSI) pressure. Apply 
when air and surface temperatures are between 50º and 90º F 
(10º and 32º C) and humidity is less than 80%. If thinning is 
necessary (such as with conventional sprayer applications), use 
only clean water and no more than 10% by volume 
(approximately 3 oz/quart). Otherwise thinning is not 
recommended. 
 

EZ Cabin-Coat Interior Cabin Paint is a high performance, water-based paint 

designed to withstand the humid, challenging conditions that promote unsightly 

mildew growth and cause paint failures in cabin interiors. EZ Cabin-Coat 

provides a moisture resistant, mold & mildew proof finish that will stay good- 

looking, bright and color-fast for years. 

 

EZ Cabin-Coat does not contain mercury or lead. It contains safe ingredients 

which prevent mold and mildew growth on the paint film for years. The finish is 

ideal for all interior surfaces, such as drywall, wood, primed or previously 

painted wood and metal, cured plaster, cement, poured concrete and stucco, 

concrete block, vinyl paneling, aluminum, laminates, and even ceramic tile. 

Ideal for bathrooms, basements, kitchens, laundry rooms, closets, locker 

rooms, enclosed porches or any interior where mold & mildew is a concern. 

 

EZ Cabin-Coat passes severe ASTM D-5590 and D-3273 tests even when 

subjected to combined strains of mold & mildew spores. 

SURFACE PREPARATION: Coating performance, in general, is proportional to the degree of surface preparation. Follow 
recommendations carefully, avoiding shortcuts. Inadequate preparation of surfaces will virtually assure inadequate coating 
performance. Surface must be free of dirt, loose paint, rust, oil, grease, wax, soap and any other foreign matter. Remove all existing 
mold and mildew before painting. If you are concerned about mold and mildew behind walls, underneath flooring, or other unseen 
areas, contact a professional who specializes in mold and mildew remediation. Clean all areas to be painted by washing with 92 Bio-
Blue® Hull Surface Prep. Remove existing mildew with a solution of one cup household bleach per gallon of water or a quality biocidal 
wash instead of ammonia. Never mix bleach with ammonia. 
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